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Write now presents

Birthdays

The 7th February is the anniversary of Charles Dickens’ birth. 
It was also the first in our Write Now nights – coincidentally on the subject of birthdays. 

As well as readings from local writers, pass the parcel and birthday cake, there was a raffle for some
birthday presents. Like any birthday party – some of the presents may not be quite what you wanted –
but some of them may be just the thing.   

For those who don’t know ME4 writers, we are a local writing group, and we’re working on a multimedia
project called ‘The Seventh Traveller’, which tonight was all about fundraising for.  
http://the7thtraveller.wordpress.com

Our next event is on Sunday 21 February, 2-5pm – when we will be taking over the Deaf Cat cafe in
Rochester, for an Anti-Valentine’s tea party, where there will be new writing, anti-valentine’s card 
making and more prizes!

All that remains is to raise a glass to Charles Dickens and wish him a happy birthday. 
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Birthday
Matt clemens-lary

You woke late, shoes sticky with mud from the night before, trampled through your carpet. 
You don't remember why you went walking, but you know you did, and it was raining. 
A rush of fear as you check you last-called numbers and sent texts, but your battery is dead. 
Cds and photos litter your table, flittered through by your drunk hands as if stocktaking, 
or assessing which point in the story you had reached, re-reading a few sentences to feel placed again. 
Your temples pound like murky lava swims between them. 
An acrid taste in the back of your throat, bitter and solid threatens to climb into your mouth, and you
fumble to the kitchen to drink some water to keep it at bay. 
You make vague resolutions and silent promises to yourself, whilst clearing up the mess in the kitchen, big
mug full of tea leaves, and ash.  
You stop at the calendar, and notice the lazy red lines drawn around the date. Scrawled in punk rock
pink, unlike other days. 
Nothing registers as special, but the lines drawn reek of self-conscious new directions, likely to trickle out,
of youth long gone.
The following Saturday circled in green and red with the words "Wot's the plan buddy" written in 
another's hand, familiar you stop to think, 
then, 
distracted by a photo of yourself on the table, with a different group of people, in different clothes in a
different country. 
You hold the image and notice the half smile in your face there and copy it in the mirror, noticing how
time has distorted, yet retained that lop-sided grin. 

You wonder why your seasonal pensiveness and self-obsessional reinvention seems so predictable and so
disappointingly annual.
You wonder why this seems so much of an issue today, and realise the last few days of been basely full of
naval gazing contemplation. 
Hours full of plan-making and phone calls follow to nearly lost contacts, with reassuring calls nestled in to
snug friends and family. 
You slope back into the warmth of the front room, look out of the rain splashed window. 
A cat sneaks out of your garden, guilty looking and sulky. 
Did it leave a life behind tonight? 
The penny drops, today is your birthday.
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Spirit of the occasion
peter b carter

Blow out the candles.  All in one breath.  Ritual expiration.  Break the ritual, break the child.  Expire - one
breath - that I may inspire.  Symmetry.  It's all about symmetry.  Light a candle, snuff a candle.  Breathe
in, breathe out.

There are words and they all think it is the words that are important but they could be any words so long
as they are sung with conviction.  Words are husks, empty unless inspired.  One breath.  It's not the words
that make the song but symmetry.  The perfect fit of tone and semi-tone.  Invisible waves ascending and
descending in perfect synchronicity.  Breathe in, breathe out.  Break the symmetry, break the song.  You
know this in the part of you that needs no words.  The part of you that winces when voice joins voice
without regard to ratio.  Call it harmony, call it math, call it ugly: the symmetry is broken.  The breath
catches in the throat.  Inspiration thwarted.

Candles count his years but I do not count the candles.  I have no eyes to see them, though I know their
presence as you'd know the morning sun on your eyelids.  I know the breaths they steal in the burning.
They steal a little more each time his world turns itself about the sun.

Voices rise and fall in celebration.  I neither count the waves nor measure peaks and troughs.  I have no
ears to hear them, though I cannot but swirl and sway with the music of the spheres.  I am an idea un-
formed, a breath that cannot breathe itself.  Blow out the candles and let me breathe.

Nor do I understand the celebration.  He began and has not yet ended.  He has a history of breathing in
and out and he has candles.  Wave after wave after wave.  His world has turned about the sun - a slow
declining spiral - and he has breathed.

The waves are deeper, stronger now but the harmony is strained to breaking point.  If I could fear I would
fear that they will break without carrying me home.  And then he does it.  With a breath.  The candles
gutter and expire.  He breathes out and I am breathed in.

I take his name, his words, his history and leave him guttered with the candles.  I smile with his face and
laugh with his voice as I am born into the world beyond the waves.  I look into the faces familiar to his
eyes and wonder how many of them hide strangers born of unintended ritual.

A voice, belonging to the one that birthed the form I wear, tells me that she hopes I get what I wished for.
I reply that I already did and laugh again, delighting in the wasted breath.
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All I want is Elvis Presley's first

recording of 'My happiness/That's

when your heartache began' that he

made for his mum
heather taylor

Four dollars found in dug pockets, 
The push of brooms, Christmas cards, 
Crossed the counter, a few days after 
High school released him from its grip

He played the songs on repeat, 
The ones he knew she loved, 
In preparation for this day
And played them again

For a slanted mic, under-paid
Technician-audience. The years
Ahead were barely a glint, 
His only fan, his mum

And this record, his gift, the only thing
She wanted, the thing
That would drive collectors
To auctions and garage sales

A priceless thing, happiness and heartache
In its grooves, a love, a dedication, 
A simple time before the madness began. 
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I’m perpetually 26
heather taylor

I'm perpetually 26
Birthdays loop in my head
Have to check licence/
passport/count fingers
Remember algebraic formulas 
to determine what age I 
should be

My grandmother says 
we're born into an age
and once you hit it, it sticks
Only mirror glances grate
each morning an old woman
stares back - long blonde hair
turned tight permed white,
smooth farm tanned cheeks
wrinkled and sunless.

As long as she doesn't look
birthdays are just a
party, a celebration of youth, 
another day to be 26 all
over again.
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Rosemary’s birthday prayer

O Lord, a hundred years is a long time to have lived. A hundred years gives things significance, it turns 
experiences into history. I’m not a piece of history, Lord. I’ve lived a long life and hopefully a good one,
but I wouldn’t call myself significant. Yes, I’ve done my best in my own small way, I’ve dealt with 
whatever you’ve thrown at me as well I could, but the fact is I’m not an exceptional person, just an old
one. What have I done in my life? People would look at the obvious things: I’ve lost a husband, I’ve 
outlived both of my children; I’m the last of thirteen brothers and sisters. Those are the things about me
that stick out, but they’re no more or less than what most people of my generation went through. There’s
no real story or meaning to the events that have made up my life, Lord, they’re just things that happened
to me. I’m a small woman, you know, and I don’t just mean that I’m short. I’ve never been one for the big
things or the grand stage. I like to keep myself to myself.

Of course you know that I’m turning a hundred next week, don’t you? I can’t say that I’m looking 
forward to it; that’s why I’m bothering you with all this stuff at this late hour. I don’t like to moan, I’ve
never had any truck with whingers, but the fact is that now I’m going to be a centurion, everyone wants
to know my life story; they want to know about the world wars, about the roaring twenties, or about the
swinging sixties. Quite frankly, it’s all getting to be rather annoying. I wasn’t aware of any roaring in the
twenties, or of any swinging in the sixties. When people talk about the times I’ve lived in, I don’t recognise
them, not the way my grandchildren and great grand children describe them anyway. When I tell them
that I never cared much for Churchill, or that I though the Beatles were a bunch of unwashed ruffians,
they look at me like I’m mad. Maybe I should just tell them what they want to hear?

Don’t get me wrong, I’m touched at the way my family’s been fawning over me. They’re a good bunch
and I can tell how much my birthday means to them, but it’s just that… how can I put it? They seem to be
making plans for what they think that I’d want to do for my birthday rather asking me about what I 
actually want. If I was going to do anything, I’d have a nice little do, maybe in the tearooms in town. I’d
get my neighbours and relatives together, we’d have a nice cuppa and a slice of Dundee cake and I’d be
back home for afternoon nap. That would be lovely. But Geoff, my grandson, he’s only gone and hired
out the  village hall for a party and invited half of Dartford to it. He’s even hired a jazz band. I don’t even
like jazz. I like Vera Lynn, Perry Como and that lovely chap… what’s his name? Irish fella…Daniel O’Donell
– that’s it. Always been a big fan of the Irish, me. Anyway, I’m rambling Lord. What I’m trying to say is
that a big do is the last thing I want. I don’t want any fuss. I certainly don’t want to be paraded around
like a museum piece, answering questions about the Charleston and bloody doodlebugs all night. I know
old people are supposed to like rambling on about the past, but I’ve always been one for the present. I’m
not boring or senile enough to want to rattle on all the time about the things that I did forty or fifty years
ago.

You see, Lord, even though I lived through all this history, I don’t feel like its something that I belong to, at
least not in the same way that I belonged to Arthur, my better half, or even to my job or my bridge club.
People can go on about the depression, the world wars or rock n roll as much as they like, but those
things just happened to be going on in the background while I was just getting on with my life, the same
way that everyone else does. Like I said, I’m a small person, I’ve always liked the little things in life. All
these big events don’t mean a lot to me. If I had to tell people about the things I remembered from the
past, I’d tell them about the sharp sting of my knee I grazed in the playground, about the cold draught
through the hole in my stocking I tore when I was walking with Arthur on the South Downs. I’d tell them

andrew day
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about the soft glint of lamplight on a porter glass in the public bar, or the damp musty smell of old 
mortar in the church where I got married. I’d tell them about the crisp brown edges of the flowers that
dried to dust on Arthur’s grave. Those are things that I remember, Lord. They might just seem like details,
they might even seem boring, but they’re the moments that I’ve treasured for all these years. But people
don’t want to hear about them. They pretend to listen and, when I’m done, they spring to life and ask me
what the blitz was like, or if I knew anyone on the Titanic. That’s the kind of tripe I’ll be getting asked at
my party come next Wednesday.

To be honest, Lord, I’m tired of talking about myself, but when you get to a hundred that’s all people
want you to do. More than that, I’m just tired in general. My body’s not up to much these days. If I try to
do a spot of gardening my back aches for hours, or if I try and watch the pools scores on the telly I can
hardly make them out because my eyes are so bad. I know I’m getting on, but I really starting to feel,
well, old for the first time. I’ve always liked to be active, whether that be hill walking, playing quoits or
walking to the shops and, now that people are doing everything for me, I feel a bit like a spare part. I’m
not complaining about the lot you’ve dealt me Lord, not for a second. I’ve never felt sorry for myself and I
never will. I wouldn’t have lived this long if I didn’t know how to just carry on. I’m not complaining, but I
do have a favour to ask you. It’s going to sound a bit odd and I’m not sure what you’ll make of it, but
here goes:

I don’t want to be a hundred Lord. I don’t want that to be thing that people remember me for. Anyone
can live for a long time; what I want to be remembered for is being a decent woman who did her best.
I don’t want a big fuss made about my birthday Lord. I don’t want to let people down either, but I 
certainly don’t want a huge to-do made about me.

I don’t want to talk about the past anymore Lord,at least not the past that people want me to talk
about, whether I know anything about it or not.

I don’t want to struggle on any more, Lord. I don’t want to get any more frail than I already am. I want
to keep my dignity. I certainly don’t want to get to the stage where someone’s wiping my backside for me
and I’m eating through a tube.

So, what I want from you is this: I want you to take me away from all of this, gently and painlessly, in my
sleep. I don’t mind when, as long as it’s some time between now and next Wednesday. I’m not afraid of
death, Lord. You know that my faith is strong and I’m sure that I’ll end up in a good place when I’m
gone. Now, I realise that what I’m asking you is a bit out of the ordinary and I’m sure that you have
strong views on suicide, but what you need to remember that you’ll be taking my life, not me;  I’m just
asking you to do it for me. You might have your qualms about that, but the fact is that I’ve always done
my best to live a good life and all the bad things that happened to me have never shaken my faith in
you. I’ve never asked a thing of you up until now, so I hope, if you are the man I think you are, that you’ll
take all that into consideration when you decide whether or not to do this. I’m not expecting an answer
straight away; you can have a think about it if you like, but just remember that you’ll be doing an old
lady a huge favour. I won’t trouble you any more, no doubt you’ve got other people to talk to, so I’ll
speak to you later on. I hope you’ll find it in your heart to help me,

Amen, Rosemary
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she’s 19 today
roy a smith

She’s nineteen today and I’m so proud; college and everything, such a beautiful girl.  The sun is gorgeous
outside Debenhams, but I’m sweating in leather.  I step into the shade of a back street and take a sip, not
too much, she wouldn’t like that, so I slip it back to my left pocket and whistle.  It’s still a bit early and
that’s unusual for me; the train was quiet and I’ve been planning this for weeks, made sure I was up in
time.  Truth be told, I didn’t really sleep that much at all and nearly had a nap in my seat, except the 
inspector woke me for my ticket.

I put my hands in my pockets and glance down the alley.  Here he is, pretending he ain’t seen me.  He’s
alright I suppose, bit up himself, but she seems to like him.  Look at that jacket, what’s he think he is?  I
take another sip and wait, watching him lean against the window.  Prat.  My watch says five minutes, I
hope she’s out soon.  

People flow steady past the side street caught up in their own business, all looking at nothing and and
having a bit of this and that, carrying bags and pushing prams with screaming kids and balloons blowing
about.  Oops, there one goes and another crying kiddie.  She used to love balloons.  I took her to the zoo
once just after I left; we had iced cream and laughed at the monkeys, she was smiling all day long with
her bright green eyes.  Sip. 

He’s looking at me like he’s trying to work something out; like he don’t think I know he’s watching, but
every time I catch his eye he’s reading a sign or staring into space.  I go over and say ‘hello’ and he knows
who I am.  We had a few drinks one New Years Eve, with her and all the others.  I was back on a visit; it
was sort of fun, but I knew they all were laughing at me behind my back and so was she with her pretty
green eyes.  Sip.  

And there she is, all official in blue, she smiles and hugs him tight then kisses my cheek and hugs me too.
I’ve not been this happy.  ‘Here’s the card’ I say and present it with a flourish.  A small smile and ‘oh,
thank you’; he looks away.  We walk out the side street and down - she’s taking me for a drink.  I run
ahead like a plane soaring through the clouds every now and then looking back at her deep green eyes.  
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Birthdays and Christmas
Sarah march-d’angelo

Birthdays and Christmas. What a nightmare! Such high expectations more often than not dashed to the
ground and trodden upon with a sadistic and callous gesture of the heel.

Or perhaps I am being fatalistic. Sometimes a whimsically simple gesture, a surprise gift or outing can lift
the day. Money cannot buy happiness, and this is especially true on your anniversaire. Breakfast in bed
with a single rose in a coffee mug. Its the thought that counts.

Perhaps I'm in denial, but it could be age that withers enjoyment of the big day? Thinking back to those
halcyon Janet and John 70s parties, what could compare to jelly and ice cream, pass the parcel and a 
yellow satin party frock with matching strapped pumps? Little boys wearing bow ties and snotty noses.

In the late 70s disco fever brought an obsession with star signs (Libra.... and my name is Charles) and so
the relevance of birthdays became more meaningful. Who'd want to be an old goat when they could be
a proud lion or a macho ram?

Budding relationships could falter due to an incompatible combination.

Charles Dickens himself was perhaps true to his natal Aquarian nature in that he was a social visionary
who cared greatly about humanity.

Luck also plays a part in the success of a birthday. Who'd want their big day to fall on 25th December or
New Year? Or in August when everyone's on holiday? At least you can have a sunny but lonesome swim
in the sea.

Love 'em or hate 'em, birthdays are here to stay, an annual necessity. At least it gives us an excuse to
gather together today, as modern day ME4 writers and celebrate Charles' Big Day and pay homage to
the great man. Chin chin!
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The Super Birthday Gift
peter b carter

You would think it would be easy for a man of my intellect, and who,  after all knows you better than I.
But what do you get the man who has everything?  This thought has preoccupied, no, tormented me to
the point of madness – and let’s not get into that debate.  Oh, I know, “it’s the thought that counts,”  but,
honestly,  have you ever heard that said without a certain disappointment?  An undertone of accusation?
I have to believe that even you are not so perfect that you could say that and mean it.

“A man’s reach should exceed his grasp”.  Is that Browning?  I meant to look it up but, as I said, I have
been preoccupied.  I’ve never agreed in any case:  when something is within my reach I grasp it; when it
isn’t, well then, I extend my reach.  In any case, a man is not a superman.  Generally speaking, that is.
What is not within reach when you are faster than a speeding bullet?

Your costumed peers have been all too predictable.  That woman with the lasso and the star-spangled
pants carved your symbol into a mountain with a sword - no doubt given to her by her Olympian pro-
genitors. 
The speedsters all ran in the same direction for once and long enough to summon forth a Higgs boson or
too from the plenum.  A gift that existed for such a tiny instant that I wonder, could even you see it be-
fore it was washed away upon the quantum foam?  You smiled politely enough but then you are so very
polite.  
The caped crusader, with a rare flash of colour gave you a replica of that long dead world of yours, ex-
quisitely fashioned from the largest emerald I have ever seen.  I wondered – not for the first time – how
he funded such extravagance.  A rich benefactor, perhaps.  Or ...  Then again, it hardly matters now.
Predictable, but oh so extraordinary.  I used to pride myself on being extraordinary in the days when we
could still look up into the sky and see only birds and planes.  What do you see when you look down, I
wonder. 

I apologise.  That was self-indulgent and self-indulgence is a luxury that should be reserved for the birth-
day boy.   But you can see my problem.  Do you have a waffle iron?

At one point, I considered a joke gift.  You know, the sort that pretends to imply comfortable, familiar
friendship but is, in reality, nothing more than failure wrapped in gaudy paper:  A fluffy bear in a big red
cape;  a bald-pated bobble head with a cheese-eating grin, dressed in prison stripes.  Perhaps, I could
have engineered a nano-virus that transformed you into a living teddy-bear.  But we both know how
that would have ended, and I would not be grinning.  Besides which,  I am no joker.  That way madness
lies.
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I thought about renouncing crime.  Of turning my unparalleled intellect towards the betterment of
mankind instead of the betterment of a man.  You’d like that.  For a while.  But then it struck me: how
cruel to deprive you of our battles of wits.  Well, wit: brain vs. brawn, that’s always been the deal; what
does it say about the Universe that brawn has always won?  Still, with all your great and varied powers,
who is there to challenge you but me?  And what is a life without challenge?  Do you suppose that is what
Browning – or whoever- was trying so clumsily to say?  

What do you get the man who has everything?  Nothing.  Absolutely nothing.  Extend your reach once
more, my bête noir,  for there is nothing within your grasp.  It turns out that it is far more challenging to
engineer a virus that turns super-men into teddy bears than it is one that destroys every living thing on
Earth.  Everything that isn’t invulnerable, that is.

If you’re reading this, it means that you have returned from that extra-terrestrial wild goose chase I set up
for you and have found my gift.  The population of your adopted home world are strewn lifeless across
the globe like discarded wrapping paper.   Perhaps I lie amongst them with – I hope – a last victorious
smile upon my face.  I had an escape plan but it was by no means certain to work.  Ah well, “it’s the
thought that counts.”

Happy Birthday, my mesomorphic nemesis.  I give you a new challenge, a fresh start.  No more adoring
public.  No more colourful friends.  No more “look up in the sky” – there is no one left to look.
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The Goddamned Original Birthday

Poem
peter b carter

I can’t think of no clever rhymes
That haven’t been used like fifty-seven times
And familiarity is just one of those crimes
That a poet mus never do
So, uh, bah-dibbedy-bee-ba-ba-doo
And zee-za-za-zee-za-za too.

Still, I want to find some unique way
To say the things that I really want to say
But I just can’t seem to keep those cliches at bay
No matter how I try
La-la-lie-lie-la-la-lie-la-lie-lie
Beneath a za-bee-bee-babandedadaddee sky.

I’m gonna give this one last verse
And hope that doesn’t seem too terse
But you can see this thing is only getting worse
And I’ve still got to say
In a semi-quibabasimbidi way
Ooba baubum mabweepy-meepy day.
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Next up...


